[The thorax of patients in diving accidents. Radiologic study].
On the basis of a series including 185 files on diving accidents gathered between 1981 and 1988, the authors carry out a radiological study of the thoracic signs observed after drowning and lung overpressure. The typical radiological form and the various clinical forms of drowning and lung overpressure are described in this article. Emergency plain thoracic radiography in bed in the method of choice. However, the existence of many false-negative findings leads to proposing a study with computed tomography (CT) after initial treatment in order to better assess the lesions and to characterize the accident. The utility of radiology is also demonstrated for the follow-up of evolution. Lastly, the authors lay stress on the necessity to prevent such accidents, to which radiologists can contribute by detecting thoracic lesions (dystrophy and other evolutive lesions) for which diving is contraindicated.